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Abstract

Following the tradition of language theory, the majority of the approaches to graph

rewriting, be they presented in a categorical, algebraic, or set-theoretic framework,

relied upon a notion of substitution consisting of union followed by identi�cation.

Trying to devise a categorical framework for node rewriting showed that another

approach was possible, using product rather than union and inclusion rather than

identi�cation. This dual approach led to the development of pullback rewriting,

whose applications seem very promising.

In this paper, we review the basic de�nitions and results of the pullback approach of

graph rewriting which were developed during the EU TMR Project GETGRATS.

1 Introduction

Language theory as the core of computer science has from its very beginning

been based on a substitution mechanism which can be seen as the succession

of three basic operations: deletion of the part to be rewritten from its context,

union of the context with the right-hand side of some rule, and connection of

the two parts, usually via the identi�cation of some corresponding items.
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Transferred to graphs, this view led to a �eld known as double push-out or

algebraic graph rewriting, which gives a very sound framework for rewriting

based on edge substitutions [8] but meets its limits when faced with rewriting

based on vertex replacement.

This is precisely where the product (actually the categorical product of

graphs) appears as a more powerful composition mechanism capable of for-

malizing vertex replacement in a very generic way and encompassing most

cases of edge replacement. In this short survey, we describe the basic mech-

anism [1,5,6,10], its surprising yet natural extensions to parallel rewriting [3]

and rewriting of adjacent unknown parts, and briey show how it can be

applied to describe NLC rewriting [2,5] and re�nement of Petri nets [13].

2 Graphs

2.1 Category of graphs

An undirected graph is a pair of sets G = hVG; EGi where VG is the set of

vertices or nodes and EG � VG� VG is the set of edges. An edge between two

vertices u and v is denoted by [u; v], and we assume the edges to be undirected,

i.e., [u; v] = [v; u]. When the context is clear, we omit the subscript G. A

node u 2 V is reexive if the edge [u; u] belongs to E.

A graph morphism h : G ! G0 is a pair h = hhV ; hEi with hV : V ! V 0

and hE : E ! E 0 such that hE([u; v]) = [hV (u); hV (v)]. The good properties

of graph morphisms under composition turn the set of graphs into a category

G whose main properties are summarized in:

Proposition 2.1 The category G of graphs is a topos, hence is complete and

cocomplete. The graph � with one vertex and one edge is a terminal object

and a neutral element for the product.

If G1 and G2 are two graphs, their product G1 
 G2 is classically de�ned

by its sets of vertices V and edges E, in the following way:

� V = V1 � V2,

� E = f[(u1; u2); (v1; v2)] j [u1; v1] 2 E1 and [u2; v2] 2 E2g.

The only arrow from any graph G to � sends all nodes and all edges of G

respectively into the unique node and edge of �. It is easily checked from the

de�nition of the product that � is a unit.

The pullback of two graph morphisms fi : Gi ! F , i = 1; 2 is a pair

of arrows hi : H ! Gi, i = 1; 2 such that H is the subgraph of the product

consisting of exactly those items (nodes and edges) on which f1Æ�1 and f2Æ�2
coincide, where the �i : G1
G2 ! Gi are the projections built by the product.
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2.2 Structured graphs

The notion of structured graphs introduced in [6] allows one to treat in a

uniform way all kinds of graph-like structures such as hypergraphs, entity-

relationship diagrams, etc.

De�nition 2.2 Let S be an arbitrary graph in G. The category GS of graphs

structured by S or S-graphs is the slice category (G # S).

If we use a �xed structure graph S and work in GS, an S-graph is an arrow

g : G ! S in G. It is well known that G being complete, the slice category

(G # S) is also complete. Hence the product and pullback rewriting may be

computed in the category GS.

3 Pullback as a rewriting mechanism

3.1 Alphabet

Pullback rewriting is based on the idea that a structured graph may be split

into three parts, the one to be rewritten (unknown), the untouched one (con-

text) and the interface between the two. This distinction is made through a

morphism into a special graph which we call the alphabet since the morphism

plays the same role as a labelling.

De�nition 3.1 The generic alphabet graph A is the in�nite totally reexive

graph having:

� Z, the set of integers, as set of vertices, where �n is called an unknown

node, n an interface node, and 0 is the context node, and

� f[�i; n]; [�i;�i] j n; i 2 N+g [ f[0; n] j n 2 Ng [ f[m;n] j m;n 2 N+g as set

of edges.

In order to deal with structured graphs, we need a generalised version of

the alphabet (to which the notions of unknown, interface, and context nodes

extend in a straightforward way).

De�nition 3.2 The alphabet AS is the second projection AS : A 
 S ! S

from the categorical product A
 S of A and S in G to S. The nodes of AS

are denoted n v, with n 2 VA and v 2 VS.

3.2 Unknowns and labels

De�nition 3.3 Let  be an object in (GS # AS), i.e., an arrow  : G ! AS.

We shall say that a node u 2 VG is:

� a -unknown node if (u) is an unknown node in AS,

� a -interface node if (u) is an interface node in AS,

� a -context node if (u) is a context node in AS.
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Fig. 1. A simple rewriting step (from G to H)

De�nition 3.4 An unknown morphism or a label of type n is an object x in

(GS # AS), i.e., an arrow x : G! AS, such that:

� each unknown node mv in AS has at most one preimage by x if m = n,

none otherwise,

� the preimage of an interface node in AS contains only neighbours of an

x-unknown or an x-interface node in G.

3.3 Rules

De�nition 3.5 A rewriting rule of type n is an object r : R ! AS in (GS #
AS) such that

� each context node in AS has exactly one preimage by r,

� an unknown node in AS has a non-empty preimage only if it belongs to the

n-th unknown,

� the preimage of an interface node in AS contains only neighbours of an

r-unknown or an r-interface node in R.

3.4 (Pullback) Grammar

The application of a rewriting rule r to a label x is the product of the two

objects in (GS # AS) or the pullback of the corresponding arrows in GS, see

the pullback in G� shown in Figure 1 (where only a �nite part of A is drawn).

To de�ne a notion of grammar we �rst have to give a meaning to the

composition of rewriting rules. Let us say that a non-terminal graph is a

graph together with a set of labels, and let P be a set of rules (productions),

i.e., arrows whose left-hand side is a non-terminal graph. Then applying a

production in P to a non-terminal graph clearly produces a new (possibly)

non-terminal graph (see [10] for technical details).
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3.5 Parallel rewriting

Let a; b : G ! AS be two labels with disjoint unknown parts in G. We shall

say that a and b are compatible if for each vertex w of G which is both an

a-interface node and a b-interface node, we have a(w) = b(w). (Hence for

S = �, the condition has to be checked only for labels on two unknown nodes

which share a common neighbour). Of course an a-interface node can be a

b-context node and vice versa.

Proposition 3.6 Let a; b : G ! AS be two compatible labels. Then they

uniquely de�ne a morphism a� b : G!AS, called the sum of a and b, where

for each w 2 VG, a(w) = (m; u) and b(w) = (n; v):

a� b(w) =

8>>><
>>>:

a(w) if m 6= 0 and n � 0;

b(w) if n 6= 0 and m � 0;

0 otherwise.

This shows that a set of compatible labels de�nes a unique morphism

which gathers all the interesting properties of this set of labels: it singles out

the nodes to be rewritten and indicates their relationships with the interface

nodes. Let us call this morphism a multi-unknown.

The mechanism for gathering several rewriting rules into a single \parallel"

one which we shall call a P -grammar is somehow dual to the one we used for

the transformation of a set of compatible labels into a single multi-unknown,

besides the fact that there is no compatibility condition.

A P -grammar is simply obtained by taking a set P of rewriting rules

and identifying their context and interface parts (an operation which could of

course be represented by a pullback).

De�nition 3.7 A P -grammar is a morphism r : R! AS.

The main result is the following:

Proposition 3.8 Any deterministic HR or NLC grammar is equivalent to a

P -grammar, where by equivalent we mean that any HR or NLC grammar 

can be encoded into a P -grammar � in such a way that pullback application of

� yields the same graph language as parallel application of .

The case of a non-deterministic grammar can of course be handled with

this mechanism, too, the only problem being that each time, the pullback

rewriting will apply all the alternative rules simultaneously.

3.5.1 Adjacent unknowns

Handling replacement of adjacent vertices has no obvious solutions in the

standard framework of vertex replacement. In this new framework, if we
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restrict ourselves to compatible labels, we just need to modify the alphabet to

allow for the projection of the edges interconnecting the unknown parts (for

instance, the unknown part of the alphabet A� may be a complete graph).

Then, pullback rewriting may be applied in a completely non-ambiguous way.

4 Applications

4.1 A categorical formalism for node rewriting

A node replacement rewriting rule is usually de�ned by giving separately the

graph to be substituted for a node with a certain label, and a connection

relation which speci�es the way in which the nodes of the replacing graph will

be linked to the neighbours of the rewritten node. Let us take as an example

the de�nition of Node-Label Controlled rewriting (NLC rewriting for short)

[12].

Let � = fa1; : : : ; ang be a �nite nonempty set (the alphabet in the classical

sense), � a nonempty subset of � (the terminal alphabet), and C � �� � a

relation (called the connection relation). The elements of � are used to label

the nodes of a graph, i.e., a graphM now comes with a node labelling function

�M : VM ! �.

De�nition 4.1 A node-label controlled graph production is a pair p = (d;D)

where d 2 � and D is a graph labelled by elements of �. Let M be a �-

labelled graph, �M : VM ! � its labelling, and u 2 VM a node labelled by d.

Then the rewriting of u by p creates a new graph M in the following way:

� remove u from M together with all incident edges, yielding a new graph

that we denote by M � fug,

� add D disjointly to M � fug, and

� link a node v of M � fug to a node w of D if and only if [u; v] was an edge

of M and (�M(v); �D(w)) 2 C.

In our setting all items of the traditional NLC mechanism are integrated

within the rewriting rule itself. Let p = (d;D) be an NLC production and

C a connection relation. We let R be the graph whose (unknown) nodes are

those of D plus one (interface) node i for each letter ai 2 A and one extra

(context) node 0, and whose edges are those of D plus all edges [i; v] where

(ai; �D(v)) 2 C, one edge from each i to u, and all loops [i; i] for i = 0; : : : ; n

and [v; v] for all v 2 VD with �D(v) 2 ���.

The rule morphism r : R ! A is de�ned on nodes by r(i) = i for i =

0; : : : ; n and r(v) = �1 for each node v from D, and on edges simply by being

a morphism.

The rule r is the VR-rule associated with the NLC production p. Con-

versely, any VR-rule r can be decomposed into the basic items of an NLC

production: r�1(�1) is the right-hand side of the production, and the edges
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Fig. 2. Coding a simple NLC rule

between the elements of r�1(�1) and those of r�1(i), i 2 N+ de�ne the con-

nection relation.

Example 4.2 A very simple example of this encoding is provided by the NLC

production and connection relation which are represented on the left side of

Figure 2. The production rewrites any a-labelled node into the graph D, both

of whose nodes are labelled by a. The connection relation states that all a-

labelled nodes in the new graph will be linked to all a-labelled neighbours in

the initial graph. Clearly, repeatedly applying this production generates all

complete simple graphs.

The corresponding VR-rule is represented on the right side of the same

�gure. The copy of D projects onto the unknown �1, and only one of the

three possible neighbours is active and is linked to both nodes ofD. Of course,

the projection (the rule) respects the names of all the other nodes.

The equivalence between NLC and VR rewriting is described by the fol-

lowing result, a detailed proof of which may be found in [5].

Theorem 4.3 Let C be a connection relation, p = (d;D) an NLC production,

and r the associated VR-rule. Then the graphs M and M respectively de�ned

by the application of p and r to a graph M are isomorphic (up to loops on

nonterminal nodes).

4.2 Re�nement

Petri nets are well known as models for nondeterministic concurrent systems.

The static part of a Petri net, the underlying net structure, is basically an

unlabelled bipartite directed graph where each node is either a place  or a

transition 2.

The transformation of net structures is the major aspect of net re�nement,

see e.g. the various notions of net re�nement which are treated in the survey

in [7]. The most general de�nition of net re�nement is based on surjective net

morphisms, with a net morphism being de�ned as follows.
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Fig. 3. Transition re�nement as pullback rewriting

De�nition 4.4 Let N;N 0 be net structures. A net morphism f : N ! N 0 is

a mapping from the nodes of N to those of N 0 such that for each arc (x; y) of

P whose nodes are not identi�ed by f , there is an arc (f(x); f(y)) in P 0 and

x is a place if and only if f(x) is a place.

Note that a net morphism may map places to transitions and vice versa,

see e.g. the net morphisms in Figure 3.

Net structures and net morphisms form a category which is denoted by N.

Unlike the categories of structured graphs, N is not complete [13].

Proposition 4.5 The terminal objects of N are  and 2. The pullback of

two net morphisms fi : Ni ! N (i = 1; 2) exists if and only if for every node

x of N , at most one of these morphisms maps both nodes of an arc to x.

Using this characterisation, the pullback approach can be transferred from

graphs to net structures in a meaningful way. In the following, we discuss

how the transition re�nement operation of [9] can be implemented in terms

of pullback rewriting. For full details, see [13]. Consider the pullback (in N)

shown in Figure 3, where the evolution from N1 to N3 is a re�nement of the

transition t (an example from [9]).

� The net structure NA is the alphabet net, with the transition t�1 as un-

known, the two places as interface, and the transition t0 as context. In

NA, there are no arcs of the form (x; x) because this would contradict the

bipartition of the nodes in a net structure. Fortunately, one node (without

an arc) is a terminal object, i.e., a whole net structure including arcs can

be mapped to just one node, so that arcs of this kind are not needed.

� The net morphism ut is a label on the transition t ofN1; note how the form of
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the alphabet net induces a separation between the preplaces of t (which are

mapped to p1) and its postplaces (which are mapped to p2). Requiring that

only pre- and postplaces of the unknown transition may be in the interface

ensures that there is at most one label on a transition. The existence of a

label on any transition is guaranteed for loop-free net structures.

� The net morphism rN2
is a rule. Its domain without the transition t+ (and

the incident arcs) is a re�nement net in the sense of [9]. Such a re�nement

net has in particular the property that there is at least one initial place

(i.e., without ingoing arcs) and one terminal place (i.e., without outgoing

arcs), so that adding a transition t+ with loops to all initial and terminal

places, and mapping t+ to t0, the initial places to p1, the terminal places to

p2, and all the rest to t�1 builds a unique rule from every re�nement net.

Note that ut maps arcs to t0 (and arcs) only, and rN2
to t�1 (and arcs)

only. Hence, by Proposition 4.5 the pullback of a label and a rule is always

de�ned. Furthermore, as a rewriting it is indeed a correct implementation of

the net re�nement operation from [9].

Theorem 4.6 Let N1 be a net structure containing a transition t, let N2 be the

net structure underlying some re�nement net, and let N3 be the net structure

obtained by re�ning t with N2. Moreover, let ut be the label constructed from

N1 and t, and let rN be the rule constructed from N2. Then the pullback of ut
and rN2

exists, and it builds a net structure which is isomorphic to N3.

5 Conclusion

In this short survey, we have described the basic principles of pullback rewrit-

ing and shown its use in two practical cases. Other examples could have

been developed to show how the product and pullback may be used to model

other kinds of graph rewriting [11], and how it can be a promising tool to

address issues concerning the composition and decomposition of graphs [4] or

the semantics of diagrams [14].
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